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British Columbia Smoking Survey, 2006 

Initial Contact (IC) 

 
IC_BEG  
 
IC_R01  I’m calling regarding the British Columbia Smoking Survey. (All information  
  collected in this survey will be kept strictly confidential.) 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
IC_END  
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Specific Respondent Component (SRC) 

 
SRC_BEG  
 
SRC_D01 Set SRFound = Maybe 

 
SRC_R01 In order to confirm we have made contact with the correct ^SpRespName we need 

to ask you a few questions. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
SRC_Q12 What is your age? 

 
   

(MIN:  0)  (MAX:  130) 
 

SRC_C13 If SRC_Q12<18, go to SRC_Q13 
ElseIf (SRC_Q12 = SpRspAge or SRC_Q12=SpRspMaxAge), GOTO SRC_D13A  
ElseIf (SpRspMinAge<=SRC_Q12<= SpRspHiAge), GOTO SRC_D13B 
Else go to SRC_Q13 
 

SRC_D13A Set SRFound = Yes  
 

GOTO SRC_END. 
 

SRC_D13B Set SRFound = Yes 
Set SRC_HNGood=2 
Set SRC_ANC_Age=SRC_Q12  
 

GOTO SRC_END  
  

Note:   SRC_ANC_Age is initialized to ANC_Age from the sample file and reset here. 
Note:   SRC_HNGood is initialized to HN_Good from the sample file and reset here. 

 
SRC_Q13 Does another ^SpRespName live in this household? 

 
1 Yes 
2 No 

 
SRC_E13 You have indicated that there is another person named ^RespName in this dwelling. 

Please return to SR_Q01. 
 
Note :  Trigger Hard edit if SRC_Q13 = Yes. Include II_R01. 
 
SRC_C14 If (SRC_Q12<18 and SRC_Q13=No), go to OC_N01. Else go to DAO_R01 (tracing 

required) 
 
SRC_END  
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Refusal Re-contact (REF) 

 
REF_BEG  
 
REF_R01 One of our interviewers previously contacted your household regarding the British  
  Columbia Smoking Survey. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
REF_R02 Your participation is essential if the results are to be accurate. (All information  
  collected in this survey will be kept strictly confidential.) 
  INTERVIEWER:  Press <Enter> to continue.  
 
REF_END  
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Appointment Re-contact (ARC) 

 
ARC_BEG  
 
ARC_R01 One of our interviewers previously contacted your household regarding the British  
  Columbia Smoking Survey. I would like to continue the interview where we left off.  
  (As you know, all information we collect in this survey will be kept strictly   
  confidential.) 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
ARC_END  
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Outcome Codes (OC) 

OC_BEG 
 
OC_N01 INTERVIEWER: Is the case in-progress or final? 
 
  1 In-progress 
  2 Final    (Go to OC_N03) 
 
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
OC_N02 INTERVIEWER: Assign the appropriate in-progress outcome code. 
 
  02 Wrong number 
  03 Phone number not in service 
  04 Fast busy signal, strange noise, dead silence 
  05 Recorded message service 
  11 No one home / no answer 
  12 Regular busy signal 
  13 Answering machine or service – no message left 
  14 Answering machine or service – message left 
  15 Call screened / blocked / forwarded 
  16 Phone number not available 
  17 No phone 
  20 Absent for duration of survey 
  21 Interview requested in other official language 
  22 Language barrier (not official language) 
  23 Suspended / interrupted 
  24 Soft appointment; call-back required 
  25 Hard appointment; call-back required 
  26 Verification of survey requested 
  27 Child’s phone / contact with non-household member 

28 Request for interview by another Interviewer 
30 Tracing required 
57 Moved outside Canada 
60 Institutionalized 
61 Not eligible due to age 
63 Already interviewed for this survey 
64 Deceased 
80 Refusal* 
90 Unusual / special circumstances 
92 Interview prevented due to respondent’s mental or physical condition 
95 Technical difficulty 

 
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
GOTO OC_END 
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OC_N03 INTERVIEWER: Assign the appropriate final outcome code. 
 

20 Absent for duration of survey 
22 Language barrier (not official language) 
27 Child’s phone / contact with non-household member 
36 Unable to trace 
57 Moved outside Canada 
60 Institutionalized 
61 Not eligible due to age 
63 Already interviewed for this survey 
64 Deceased 
66 Sample overlap (supervisors only) 
67 Withdrawn from sample (supervisors only) 
80 Refusal 
90 Unusual / special circumstances 
92 Interview prevented - respondent’s mental or physical condition 
94 Collection period ended (supervisors only) 
95 Technical difficulty 

 
Notes :  DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
GOTO OC_END 
 
OC_C04 If OC_N03 = 80, go to OC_N04 
  ElseIf OC_N03 = 90, go to OC_N05. 
  Else go to OC_END 
 
OC_N04 INTERVIEWER:  Record the reason for the refusal. 
 

01 Dangerous / rude attitude 
03 Not interested / doesn't want to participate 
04 Doesn't want to be disturbed 
05 Doesn't have the time 
06 Against the government or Statistics Canada 
07 Doesn't believe in or want to hear about statistics 
08 Doesn't believe in or want to hear about surveys 
09 Recently completed a survey (doesn't want to again) 
10 Doesn't believe the info is secure (confidentiality) 
11 Doesn't want to give personal information 
12 Says not obligated / wants legal proof 
13 Can get info somewhere else (e.g., Revenue Canada) 
14 Adamant refusal (no reason, e.g., shuts the door or hangs up the phone) 
17 Why me? Tells you to choose someone else 
18 Other – Specify     (Go to OC_S04) 

 
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
GOTO OC_END 
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OC_S04 INTERVIEWER: Specify. 
 
  _________________________________________ 
  (80 spaces) 
   
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
GOTO OC_END 
 
 
OC_N05 INTERVIEWER: Record the reason for the non-interview. 
 

1 Illness or death in family 
2 Recovering from natural disaster 
3 Other – Specify    (Go to OC_S05) 

 
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
GOTO OC_END 
 
 
OC_S05 INTERVIEWER: Specify. 
 
  _________________________________________ 
  (80 spaces) 
 
Notes :   DK and RF are not allowed. 
 
OC_END 
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Tracing Source (TRS) 

 
This block contains the questions used to gather information on a new tracing lead. Based on the 
responses to the questions either a "Dead End" is assigned to the current source or a new lead is 
generated. 
 
TRS_Q01 Can you give me an address for [respondent name]? 

 
1 Yes 
2 No    (Go to TRS_Q03) 
 DK, R    (Go to TRS_Q03) 
 

TRS_Q02 What is the address for [respondent name]? 
 
Call the Address block (see Appendix I). 
 

TRS_Q03 Can you give me a telephone number for [respondent name]? 
 
1 Yes 
2 No     (Go to TRS_Q06) 
3 This is the telephone number  (Go to END_BLOCK) 
 DK, R     (Go to TRS_Q06) 
 

TRS_C04 If the response to TRS_Q02 PROV is 77 « Outside of Canada and the United States, go 
to TRS_Q0-5. 

 
TRS_Q04 What is the telephone number for [respondent name], including the area code? 

 
Call the North American Telephone block (see Appendix I). 
 
Go to TRS_Q06. 
 

TRS_Q05 What is the telephone number for [respondent name], including the area code? 
 
Call the Overseas Telephone block (see Appendix I). 
 

TRS_Q06 Is there any other information that you can give me to help find [respondent name]? 
INTERVIEWER:  Enter any other tracing information (such as employer name or phone 
number). 
Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
________________________________________ 
(147 spaces) 
 

 
If TRS_Q01 not 1 and TRS_Q03 not 1 and (TRS_Q06 = DK, R or blank), set tracing outcome to "Dead 
End". Otherwise set tracing outcome to "New Lead" and save data from TRS_Q02, TRS_Q04 and 
TRS_Q06 as data for the new lead. 
 
 
TRS_END 
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Introduction (INT) 

INT_BEG  
 
INT_R01 This survey is conducted under the authority of the Statistics Act on behalf of the  
  British Columbia Ministry of Health Services.  I will be asking you questions about  
  smoking patterns and driving habits. The results may be used in a court case  
  involving the B.C. government and tobacco companies. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
INT_R02 Your answers will be kept strictly confidential and used only for statistical   
  purposes. While participation in this survey is voluntary, your assistance is   
  essential if the results are to be as accurate as possible. 
 
  (Registration #: STC/HLT-083-75403) 
 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
INT_END  
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British Columbia Smoking History/Lifetime Exposure to Cigarettes (BCS) 

 
BCS_R100 To start, I am going to be asking you about cigarette smoking.  By cigarettes, we  
  mean both ready-made cigarettes and ones you roll yourself. When answering,  
  please don’t include cigars, cigarillos, marijuana or pipes. 

INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
BCS_Q100 In your lifetime, have you smoked a total of 100 or more cigarettes (about 4 
BCSF_100 packs)? 
 

1 Yes 
2 No  (Go to BCS_END) 
 DK, R  (Go to BCS_END) 

 
BCS_R101 The next questions are about your smoking history. To begin, a question about  
  when you started smoking. You may find it helpful to think back to what you were  
  doing or who you were with when you started smoking. 

  
INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 

 
BCS_Q101 At what age did you smoke your first whole cigarette? 
BCSF_101 INTERVIEWER: Minimum is 5; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
 
  |_|_|_|  
  DK, R   (Go to BCS_END)  
 
Note:   (MIN: 5) (MAX: 130) 
 
BCS_E101 The entered age at which the respondent smoked their first whole cigarette is  
  invalid.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCS_Q101 > CurrentAge. 
 
BCS_R102 Now I’d like to know about changes in your smoking pattern from the time you  
  smoked your first whole cigarette until today. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
BCS_Q102 How old were you when you started smoking at least 1 cigarette a month? 
BCSF_102 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent never smoked at least one cigarette a month, enter 0. 
  Minimum is 0; maximum is ^CurrentAge 
 
  |_|_|_|    
  DK, R   (Go to BCS_END)  
 
Note:   (MIN: 0) (MAX: 130) 
 
BCS_E102 The entered age at which the respondent started smoking at least 1 cigarette a  
  month is invalid.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if 0 < BCS_Q102 < BCS_Q101 or BCS_Q102 > CurrentAge. 
 
BCS_C102 If BCS_Q102=0, go to BCS_END 
  Else go to BCS_Q103 
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BCS_Q103 When you were ^BCS_Q102 years old, how many days in a typical month did you 
BCSF_103 smoke at least one cigarette? 
  INTERVIEWER: If the respondent smoked every day or daily, enter 31. 
  If the respondent smoked 30 days in a month, ask if this means every day. If so, enter 31. 

If not, enter 30. 
 
  |_|_|  
  DK, R (Go to BCS_R107) 
 
Note:   (MIN: 1) (MAX: 31) 
 
BCS_Q104 When you were ^BCS_Q102 years old [,/, on the days you smoked,] how many 
BCSF_104 cigarettes did you usually [smoke/smoke each day]? 
  
  |_|_|  
  DK, R 
 
Note:   (MIN: 1) (MAX: 99) 
  
BCS_R106 Next, a question about cigarette brand names.  By brand name I mean the name on  
  the package of cigarettes, including size and strength, such as King Size, Regular,  
  Mild or Extra Mild. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 

  BCS_B106 Note: Call LU block 
 
Note:   QText = ‘When you were ^BCS_Q102 years old, what brand of cigarettes did  
  you usually smoke?’ 
 
  (By brand name I mean the name on the package of cigarettes, including size and  
  strength, such as King Size, Regular, Mild or Extra Mild.) 
  INTERVIEWER: Hit the space bar and scroll through the list using the mouse or arrow  
  keys to choose the particular brand with size and strength. The list is alphabetical. 
 

INTERVIEWER: If respondent recalls a brand but not its size or strength, enter code 
152.1 (Other, Brand not on list). 

 
  |_|_|_|_|  
  
Note:  The source file is called CigBrand. 
Note:   This field will contain the unique-id code for the item selected by the interviewer. 
 
BCS_D201 If BCS_Q201 = DK, RF, 152, 152.1, 152.2 or 152.3 then BCS_D201 = EMPTY 
  ElseIf BCS_Q201 = Response then BCS_D201 = {text associated with unique-id code of  
  BCS_Q201} 
 
BCS_E106 You must also select a size and/or strength.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if only the main brand category is selected. 
 
BCS_R107 Now I’d like to know about changes in your smoking pattern from the time you  
  were ^BCS_Q102 years old until today. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
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BCS_B107 Call HISR block up to 9 times. 
  Always call it the first time. Parameters are 1 (for instance number) and BCS_Q102 (for  
  PP_StartAge). 
 
  Call subsequent instances if previous BCS_Q107=1 (yes) AND  (BCS_110=0 or   
  BCS_Q111=Response) AND PPStartAge<CurrentAge. 
 
Note:   Pass in Instance number of subsequent calls and the previous response to   
  BCS_Q108. 
 
BCS_D107 If Instance =1, MinAge=PP_StartAge. Else MinAge = PP_StartAge  + 1 
 
BCS_Q107 Thinking forward from when you were ^PP_StartAge years old, was there [ever 
BCSF_07A a/ever another] period of at least one year when you stopped smoking, changed 
BCSF_07B the number of cigarettes you smoked, or changed the number of days in a typical 
BCSF_07C month you smoked? 
BCSF_07D INTERVIEWER: If the respondent isn’t sure whether to report a change, ask if the 
BCSF_07E change lasted for at least a year. 
BCSF_07F 
BCSF_07G 1 Yes 
BCSF_07H 2 No (Go to BCSR_End) 
BCSF_07I  DK, R (Go to BCS_End) 
 
BCS_Q108 (Thinking forward from when you were ^PP_StartAge,) how old were you when 
BCSF_08A your smoking pattern [first changed/changed this time]? 
BCSF_08B  INTERVIEWER: Change means a period of at least one year when the respondent  
BCSF_08C  changed either the number of cigarettes smoked or the number of days in a typical month  
BCSF_08D  smoked. 
BCSF_08E 
BCSF_08F INTERVIEWER: Minimum is ^MinAge; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
BCSF_08G 
BCSF_08H |_|_|_|    
BCSF_08I DK, R   (Go to BCS_END)  
 
Note:   (MIN: 5) (MAX: 130) 
 
BCS_E108 The entered age at which the respondent changed his or her smoking is invalid.   
  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCS_Q108 < MinAge or BCS_Q108 > CurrentAge 
 
BCS_Q110 When you were ^BCS_Q108 years old, how many days in a typical month did you 
BCSF_10A smoke at least one cigarette? 
BCSF_10B INTERVIEWER: If respondent quit, enter 0. 
BCSF_10C If the respondent smoked every day or daily, enter 31. 
BCSF_10D If the respondent smoked 30 days a month, ask if this means every day.  If so,  
BCSF_10E  enter 31.  If not, enter 30. 
BCSF_10F 
BCSF_10G |_|_|  
BCSF_10H DK, R  (Go to BCSR_END) 
BCSF_10I 
 
Note:   (MIN: 0) (MAX: 31) 
 
Programmer note: The description text for this variable is “Days/Mnth” 
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BCS_E110 You have entered two consecutive periods of quitting smoking.  Please return and 
correct. 

 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCS_Q110 = 0 and NumDays = 0 
 
BCS_C111 If BCS_Q110=0 (quit smoking), go to BCSR_End.  
  Else go to BCS_Q111. 
 
BCS_Q111 When you were ^BCS_Q108 years old, [how many/on the days you smoked, how 
BCSF_11A many] cigarettes did you [usually smoke/usually smoke each day]? 
BCSF_11B 
BCSF_11C |_|_|  
BCSF_11D DK, R 
BCSF_11E 
BCSF_11F 
BCSF_11G 
BCSF_11H 
BCSF_11I 
 
Note:   (MIN: 1) (MAX: 99) 
 
BCS_E111 You have entered the same number of cigarettes smoked and days smoked per 

month for two consecutive periods.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if (Instance=1 and BCS_Q103=BCS_Q110(1) and 

BCS_Q104=BCS_Q111(1)) or (Instance>1 and current instance of BCS_110 =  
immediately previous instance of BCS_Q110 and current instance of 
BCS_Q111=immediately previous instance of BCS_Q111). 

 
BCS_C113 If BCS_Q111=RESPONSE, go to BCS_B113 
  Else go to BCSR_End 
 
BCS_B113 Note: Call block LU. 
 
Note:   QText = ‘(When you were ^BCS_Q108 years old and smoking ^BCS_Q111   
  [cigarette/cigarettes] [every day/, one day per month/, ^BCS_Q110 days per   
  month], what brand of cigarettes did you usually smoke?’ 
  (By brand name I mean the name on the package of cigarettes, including size and  
  strength, such as King Size, Regular, Mild or Extra Mild.) 
  INTERVIEWER: Hit the space bar and scroll through the list using the mouse or arrow  
  keys to choose the particular brand with size and strength. The list is alphabetical. 

 
INTERVIEWER: If respondent had no usual brand at that particular age, enter code 152.2 
(Other, No Usual Brand). 

 
  |_|_|_|_|  
 
Note:   The source file is called CigBrand. 
Note:   This field will contain the unique-id code for the item selected by the interviewer. 
 
BCS_D201 If BCS_Q201 = DK, RF, 152, 152.1, 152.2 or 152.3 then BCS_D201 = EMPTY 
  ElseIf BCS_Q201 = Response then BCS_D201 = {text associated with unique-id code of  
  BCS_Q201} 
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BCS_E113 You must also select a size and/or strength.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if only the main brand category is selected. 
 
BCSR_END Return to BCS_B107 
 
BCS_C132 If Instance = 1 and BCS_Q103 = DK, R or BCS_Q104 = DK, R, go to BCS_END.  Else  
  go to BCS_D133 
 
BCS_D133 If Instance = 1 and BCS_Q104 = 1 or Instance>1 and last instance of BCS_Q111 = 1  
  then Cig = “cigarette”. Else Cig = “cigarettes”. 
 
BCS_C133 If (last BCS_Q108 = CurrentAge) or (last BCS_Q110 = 0 (quit smoking) and last 

BCS_Q107 = 2 (no further change in smoking)) or (BCS_Q110i (last time in array) = 0 
(quit smoking) and BCS_Q108i (last time in array) = CurrentAge) or last instance of 
BCS_Q110 = DK, R or last instance of BCS_Q111 = DK, R then go to BCS_END.   

  Else go to BCS_Q133. 
 
BCS_Q133 Are you still smoking ^CigDay [cigarette/cigarettes] [every day/^BCS_Q103 
BCSF_133 days per month/^BCS_Q110 days per month]? 
 

1 Yes  (Go to BCS_C138) 
2 No 
 DK, R   (Go to BCS_END) 

 
Note:   If Instance =1 then CigDay = BCS_Q103. Else CigDay = the last instance of BCS_Q111  
  where a value is present 
 
BCS_Q134 How old were you when you stopped smoking ^CigDay [cigarette/cigarettes] [every 
BCSF_134 day/^BCS_Q103 days per month/^BCS_Q110 days per month]? 
  INTERVIEWER: Minimum is ^StartAge; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
 
  |_|_|_|  
  DK, R   (Go to BCS_END)  
 
Note:   If Instance =1 then StartAge = BCS_Q101. Else StartAge= last instance of BCS_Q108+1 
Note:   (MIN: 5) (MAX: 130) 
 
BCS_E134  The entered age at which the respondent stopped smoking ^Cig cigarettes is  
  invalid.  Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCS_Q134<StartAge or BCS_Q134>CurrentAge. 
 
BCS_Q135 At the present time, how many days a month do you smoke at least one cigarette? 
BCSF_135 
  |_|_|  
  DK, R (Go to BCS_END) 
 
Note:   (MIN: 0) (MAX: 31) 
 
BCS_C136 If BCS_Q135=0 then go to BCS_END. Otherwise, go to BCS_Q136. 
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BCS_Q136 [On the days you smoke, how/About how] many cigarettes do you usually 
BCSF_136 [smoke/smoke each day]? 
 
  |_|_|  
  DK, R  
 
Note:   (MIN: 1) (MAX: 99) 
  
BCS_C138 If (Instance = 1 and (BCS_B106.BCS_D201 = 152.1 or 152.2 or 152.3 or 152.4 (brand not 

on list or no usual brand or roll your own or foreign brand) or DK, R) or (Instance>1 and 
(last instance of BCS_B113.BCS_D201=152.1 or 152.2 or 152.3 or 152.4 (brand not on 
list or no usual brand or roll your own or foreign brand) or DK, R)), go to BCS_END. 
Otherwise, go to BCS_Q138. 

 
BCS_Q138 Are you still smoking ^Brand? 
BCSF_138 

1 Yes (Go to BCS_END) 
2 No 
 DK, R   (Go to BCS_END) 
 

Note:  If Instance=1 then Brand=BCS_B106.BCS_D201. Else Brand = last instance of   
  BCS_B113.BCS_D201. 
 
BCS_D139 QuitAgeBrand = highest age of BCS_Q102 or the last instance of PPStartAge. 
 
BCS_Q139 How old were you when you stopped smoking ^Brand? 
BCSF_139 INTERVIEWER: Minimum is ^QuitAgeBrand; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
 
  |_|_|_|  
  DK, R   (Go to BCS_END)  
 
Note:   (MIN: 5) (MAX: 130) 
Note:   If Instance=1 then Brand=BCS_B106.BCS_D201.  Else Brand = last instance of   
  BCS_B113.LU_D201.   
 
BCS_E139 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCS_Q139 < QuitAgeBrand or BCS_Q139>CurrentAge 
 
BCS_B140 Note: Call LU block. 
 
  Note: QText = ‘What brand of cigarettes do you usually smoke now?’ 
  (By brand name I mean the name on the package of cigarettes, including size and  
  strength, such as King Size, Regular, Mild or Extra Mild.) 
  INTERVIEWER: Hit the space bar and scroll through the list using the mouse or arrow  
  keys to choose the particular brand with size and strength. The list is alphabetical. 
   

INTERVIEWER: If respondent had no usual brand at that particular age, enter code  
 152.2 (Other, No Usual Brand). 

 
  |_|_|_|_|  
 
Note:  The source file is called CigBrand. 
Note:  This field will contain the unique-id code for the item selected by the interviewer. 
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BCS_D201 If BCS_Q201 = DK, RF, 152, 152.1, 152.2 or 152.3 then BCS_D201 = EMPTY 
  ElseIf BCS_Q201 = Response then BCS_D201 = {text associated with unique-id code of  
  BCS_Q201} 
 
BCS_END 
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Mobility Module (BCM) 

 
BCM_BEG 
 
BCM_C100 If BCS_Q100 = 2 or DK,R, go to BCM_END. 
  If BCS_Q101 = DK, R or BCS_Q102 = 0 or EMPTY or DK, R, go to BCM_END  
  Otherwise, go to BCM_D100. 
 
BCM_D100 If last instance of BCS_Q107 = 2 and second last instance of BCS_Q110 = 0 then  
  QuitAge = PPStartAge (last instance).  
  Otherwise QuitAge = CurrentAge. 
 
BCM_R100 Next some questions about how long you have lived in British Columbia.  
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
BCM_Q102 Were you born in B.C.? 
BCMF_102 

1 Yes  Go to BCM_D104 
2 No 
 DK, R  Go to BCM_END 

 
BCM_Q103 How old were you when you first moved to B.C.? 
BCMF_103 INTERVIEWER: Minimum is 0; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
  
  |_|_|_| 
  DK, R   Go to BCM_END  
 
Note:   (MIN:0) (MAX:130) 
   
BCM_E103 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCM_Q103 > CurrentAge. 
 
BCM_D104 If BCM_Q102=1 then InProvStartAge=0. 
  Otherwise InProvStartAge=BCM_Q103 
 
BCM_C104 If InProvStartAge>QuitAge, go to BCM_END. Otherwise go to BCM_Q104. 
 
BCM_Q104 [Have/Since then, have] you ever lived outside of British Columbia for a period of 
BCMF_104 at least one year? 
 

1 Yes 
2 No  Go to BCM_END 
 DK, R  Go to BCM_END 
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BCM_B105 Note: Call block MOBR up to 9 times.  
 
Note:  It is always called the first time (if BCM_Q104=1), receiving Instance, InProvStartAge and 

QuitAge as parameters.  
Note:  It is called subsequent times only if BCM_Q107=1 in the previous instance, receiving 

Instance, {previous BCM_Q106} and QuitAge as parameters. 
 
BCMR_BEG Begin Roster 
 
BCM_C105 If Instance = 1, InProvStartAge = InProvStartAge. Else InProvStartAge = value from  
  previous instance of BCM_Q106. 
 
BCM_Q105 How old were you [the first time you/when you] left? 
BCMF_05A INTERVIEWER: Minimum is ^MinAge; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
BCMF_05B 
BCMF_05C |_|_|_|_| 
BCMF_05D DK, R  (Go to BCM_END)  
BCMF_05E 
BCMF_05F 
BCMF_05G 
BCMF_05H 
BCMF_05I 
 
Note:   (MIN: 0) (MAX: 130) 
Note:   MinAge = InProvStartAge 
 
BCM_E105 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCM_Q105 < MinAge or BCM_Q105 > CurrentAge. 
 
BCM_Q106 How old were you when you moved back? 
BCMF_06A INTERVIEWER: Minimum is ^MinAge; maximum is ^CurrentAge.  
BCMF_06B  
BCMF_06C |_|_|_|_|  
BCMF_06D DK, R   (Go to BCM_END) 
BCMF_06E 
BCMF_06F 
BCMF_06G 
BCMF_06H 
BCMF_06I 
 
Note:   (MIN: 1) (MAX: 130) 
Note:   MinAge = BCM_Q105 + 1 
 
BCM_E106 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if (BCM_Q106 <= BCM_Q105) or BCM_Q106 > CurrentAge. 
 
BCM_C107 If BCM_Q106 < CurrentAge and BCM_Q106 < QuitAge, go to BCM_Q107 
  Else go to BCMR_END 
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BCM_Q107 Did you ever leave again for at least one year? 
BCMF_07A 
BCMF_07B 1 Yes   
BCMF_07C 2 No  (Go to BCM_END) 
BCMF_07D  DK, R  (Go to BCM_END) 
BCMF_07E 
BCMF_07F 
BCMF_07G 
BCMF_07H 
BCMF_07I 
      
BCMR_END Return to BCM_B105 
 
BCM_C108 If BCM_B105 was asked 9 times, and the last BCM_B105[9].BCM_Q106<QuitAge and 
  the last BCM_B105[9].BCM_Q107=1, go to BCM_Q108.  
  Else go to BCM_END 
 
BCM_Q108 [How many more times/From when you were ^last BCM_B105[9].BCM_Q106 until 
BCMF_108 you quit smoking at  ^QuitAge, how many times] did you leave B.C. for at least one  
  year? 
  INTERVIEWER: Minimum is 0; maximum is ^AgeDiff 
 
  |_|_|_|  
  DK, R    Go to BCM_END 
 
Note:   (MIN: 0) (MAX: 10) 
Note:   AgeDiff is the smaller value of 10 or (QuitAge - last BCM_B105[9].BCM_Q106) 
 
BCM_E108 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCM_Q108>AgeDiff. 
 
BCM_C109 If BCM_Q108=0 then go to BCM_END.  Otherwise go to BCM_Q109. 
 
BCM_Q109 For [this other time/these ^BCM_Q108 other times], how many years in total were 
BCMF_109 you living outside of B.C.? 
   
  |_|_|  
  DK, R  (Go to BCM_END) 
 
Note:  (MIN: 1) (MAX: 30) 
 
BCM_E109 An impossible value has been entered. Please return and correct. 
 
Note:   Trigger hard edit if BCM_Q108 > BCM_Q109 or if BCM_Q109>(QuitAge - last   
  BCM_B105[9].BCM_Q106). 
 
BCM_END 
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Driving and Safety Module (BCD) 

BCD_C01A If CurrentAge<18, go to BCD_END. 
  Otherwise, go to BCD_R01. 
 
BCD_R01 The next questions are about driving a motor vehicle.  By motor vehicle we mean a  
  car, truck, sport-utility vehicle or van. 
  INTERVIEWER:  Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
BCD_Q01A In the past 12 months, have you driven a motor vehicle?  
BCDF_O1A INTERVIEWER: Include cars, trucks and vans. Exclude motorcycles and off-road 

vehicles. 
 

1 Yes  
2 No   
 DK, R  (Go to BCD_END) 

 
BCD_Q01B In the past 12 months, have you driven a motorcycle? 
BCDF_01B 
  1 Yes  
  2 No   
   DK, R  
 
BCD_C02 If BCD_Q01A = 2 and BCD_Q01B = 2 or DK or R, go to BCD_R08. 
  Otherwise, go to BCD_C02A. 
 
BCD_C02A If BCD_Q01A = 1, go to BCD_Q02. 
  Otherwise, go to BCD_Q04. 
 
BCD_Q02 How often do you fasten your seat belt when you drive a motor vehicle? 
BCDF_02 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
 
  1 Always 
  2 Most of the time 
  3 Rarely 
  4 Never 
   DK, R 
   
BCD_Q03 Counting hands-free use, how often do you use a cell phone while you are  
BCDF_03 driving  a motor vehicle? 
  INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  INTERVIEWER: If respondent does not use a cell phone, code as Never. 
 

1 Often 
2 Sometimes 
3 Rarely 
4 Never 
 DK, R 
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BCD_Q04 How often do you drive when you are feeling tired? 
BCDF_04 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent 
 

1 Often 
2 Sometimes  
3 Rarely 
4 Never 
 DK, R 

 
BCD_Q05 Compared to other drivers, would you say you usually drive: 
BCDF_05 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
 

1 … much faster? 
2 … a little faster? 
3 … about the same speed? 
4 … a little slower? 
5 … much slower? 

   DK, R 
 
BCD_Q06 Compared to other drivers, would you say you usually drive: 
BCDF_06 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
 

1 … much more aggressively? 
2 … a little more aggressively? 
3 … about the same? 
4 … a little less aggressively? 
5 … much less aggressively? 
 DK, R 

 
BCD_R07 Now, some questions about your alcohol consumption. 
  When we use the word ‘drink’ it means: 
  - one bottle or can of beer or a glass of draft 
  - one glass of wine or a wine cooler 
  - one drink or cocktail with 1 and a 1/2 ounces of liquor. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
BCD_Q07 During the past 12 months, have you had a drink of beer, wine, liquor or any other 
BCDF_07 alcoholic beverage? 
 
  1 Yes 
  2 No  (Go to BCD_R08) 
   DK, R  (Go to BCD_R08) 
 
BCD_Q07A In the past 12 months, have you driven a motor vehicle after having 2 or more  
BCDF_07A drinks in the hour before you drove? 
  INTERVIEWER: Include cars, trucks, vans and motorcycles. Exclude off-road vehicles. 
 
  1 Yes 
  2 No (Go to BCD_R08) 
   DK, R (Go to BCD_R08) 
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BCD_Q07B How many times (in the past 12 months)? 
BCDF_07B 
  |__|__| Times 
  (MIN: 1) (MAX: 95; warning after 20) 
  DK, R 
 
BCD_R08 Now some questions about being a passenger in a motor vehicle. 
  INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
  
BCD_Q08A When you are a front seat passenger, how often do you fasten your seat belt?  
BCDF_08A INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
 

1 Always 
2 Most of the time 
3 Rarely 
4 Never 
5 Do not ride in front seat 

   DK, R 
 
BCD_Q08B When you are a back seat passenger, how often do you fasten your seat belt?  
BCDF_08B 
  1 Always 
  2 Most of the time 
  3 Rarely 
  4 Never 
  5 Do not ride in back seat 
   DK, R 
 
BCD_Q09 When you are a passenger in a taxi, how often do you fasten your seat belt? 
BCDF_09 
  1 Always 
  2 Most of the time 
  3 Rarely 
  4 Never 
  5 Do not take taxis 
   DK, R 
 
BCD_Q10 In the past 12 months, have you been a passenger with a driver who had 2 or more  
BCDF_10 drinks of alcohol in the hour before driving? 
  
  1 Yes 
  2 No  (Go to BCD_END) 
   DK, R (Go to BCD_END) 
 
BCD_Q10A How many times (in the past 12 months)? 
BCDF_10A 
  |__|__| Times 
  (MIN: 1) (MAX: 95;  warning after 20) 
  DK, R 
 
BCD_END 
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Administration Module (BCA) 

 
BCA_R01 To better understand the relationship between smoking and health care costs, 

Statistics Canada would like to link information from this interview with your 
previous interview for the Canadian Community Health Survey and with your health 
records from the B.C. Ministry of Health Services. This could include records of 
visits to doctors, clinics and hospitals.   
INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 

 
BCA_Q01B All your information would be kept strictly confidential and would never be   
BCAF_01B released in a way that could identify you.  Do we have your permission? 
 
  1 Yes 
  2 No  (Go to BCA_N10) 
   DK, R  (Go to BCA_ N10) 
 
BCA_C03 If BCA_VAL=1, go to BCA_N10.  Else, go to BCA_Q03. 
 
BCA_Q03 Having a B.C. health number will assist us in linking to this other information. 
BCAF_03 Do you have a B.C. CareCard? 
 
  1 Yes (Go to BCA_HN) 
  2 No  
   DK, R (Go to BCA_ N10) 
 
BCA_Q04 Have you ever had a B.C. CareCard? 
BCAF_04 
  1 Yes  
  2 No (Go to BCA_ N10) 
   DK, R (Go to BCA_ N10) 
   
BCA_HN What ^WasIs your B.C. health number? 
  INTERVIEWER: Enter a health number for British Columbia. Do not insert blanks,  
  hyphens or commas between the numbers. 
 
  ____________   (Go to BCA_ N10) 
  (10 spaces) 
  DK, R   (Go to BCA_ N10) 
 
Note:   If BCA_Q03=1 then WasIs = “is”. Otherwise, WasIs = “was”. 
 
BCA_N10 INTERVIEWER: Was the respondent alone when you asked this health questionnaire? 
BCAF_N10 
  1 Yes  (Go to BCA_N12) 
  2 No 
   DK, R  (Go to BCA_N12) 
 
BCA_N11 INTERVIEWER: Do you think that the answers of the respondent were affected by 
BCAF_N11 someone else being there? 
 
  1 Yes 
  2 No 
   DK, R    
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BCA_N12 INTERVIEWER: Record language of interview 
BCAF_N12 
  1 English    
  2 French   
   
BCA_END 
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